Biomechanics and kinematics of limb-based locomotion in lizards: review, synthesis and prospectus.
The sprawling pattern of locomotion in lizards is kinematically intriguing and is underpinned by a distinctive pattern of appendicular morphology. The statics of the sprawling posture dictate fundamental design principles, and these place constraints on the three-dimensional kinematics of the limbs and body axis as locomotion is effected. The fore and hind limbs accommodate these constraints and dictates in fundamentally similar, but positionally different ways, resulting in different kinematic profiles for these two appendages. Recent kinematic investigations have helped to clarify earlier generalizations about lizard locomotion and have revealed that kinematic patterns are more variable than was previously supposed. Such analyses, and attendant detailed studies of the anatomy of the locomotor system, promise a new synthesis and enhanced understanding of evolutionary patterns of locomotion of lizards and adjustment to various locomotor substrata and modes of progression.